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Profolio - An innovative iOS App platform Presentation/Portfolio Service
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Profolio is an innovative iOS/App platform with a presentation and portfolio service for
individuals and companies. These custom built Apps accommodate highly optimised visual
mediums of photography, motion, animation, graphic design work, augmented reality, 3D
content, copy and data in an interactive, engaging and cost effective way. In the digital
age, Profolio is an exciting communication and marketing device created by creatives for
creatives.
London, United Kingdom - The Operators have launched an innovative iOS App, Profolio for
the creative community. A custom built presentation and portfolio service that
accommodates visual mediums of print, motion, animation, 3D content and graphic design
work in an interactive, engaging and cost effective way.
In the digital age, Profolio is an exciting communication and marketing device created by
creatives for creatives, raising brand awareness in an informative manner for a worldwide
audience. These dynamic presentation/portfolios encompass cross platform disciplines
whether its photography, motion, copy or the arts, in a stimulating experience enriching
the viewers understanding of the work.
Profolio is the first synchronisable portfolio app that can allow clients to present on
multiple iOS devices from the Premium Master App. Able to seamlessly screen mirror 3
devices via bluetooth or for larger presentations up to 10 iOS devices with a personal
wireless router. Even if the client has downloaded the child App via the App store onto
their personal device. This can also be control without hassle through your Master App
with a click of a button.
Profolio has been developed by London's high-end multi-discipline studio The Operators.
Leading the forefront in collaboration and storytelling within the print to digital cross
over, Profolio provides a new output process for the investigation and development of
storytelling through new emerging technologies and platforms.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad
* Requires iOS 4.3 or later
* 378 MB
Pricing and Availability:
The Operators 1.0 is free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
Photo & Video category.
Profolio:
http://www.profoliocreative.com/
Key Features:
http://www.profoliocreative.com/keyfeatures
The Operators 1.0:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/the-operators/id480663725
Packages:
http://www.profoliocreative.com/packages
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A London based high-end multi-discipline studio, The Operators are committed to exploring
the convergence of new technologies with a passion for illustrating ideas. The team houses
a combination of specialist skills and industry experience, extending to advertising,
photography, animation, VFX and engineering to provide exceptional creative solutions.
Undertaking projects with a collaborative spirit, the delivery of narrative based stories
with aesthetically inspiring content defines their practice. Copyright (C) 2011 The
Operators. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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